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Recent developments in nanotechnology and synthetic biology have enabled a new
direction in biological engineering: synthesis of collective behaviors and spatiotemporal patterns in multi-cellular bacterial and mammalian systems. This will have a
dramatic impact in such areas as amorphous computing, nano-fabrication, and, in
particular, tissue engineering, where patterns can be used to differentiate stem cells
into tissues and organs. While recent technologies such as tissue and organoid on-achip have the potential to produce a paradigm shift in tissue engineering and drug
development, the synthesis of user-specified, emergent behaviors in cell populations is
a key step to unlock this potential and remains a challenging, unsolved problem. In this
talk, I will start with an overview of an ongoing project in which we bring together
synthetic biology and micron-scale mobile robotics to define the basis of a nextgeneration cyber-physical system (CPS) called biological CPS (bioCPS). I will then focus
on a novel approach to machine learning, which is central to this project. I will
introduce temporal logic classifiers for timed data and spatial logic classifiers for
images. I will then show how they can be combined into spatial temporal classifiers. I
will also discuss verification and synthesis techniques.
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